Kid’s Grades 1-6

The Idea Hoarder
For the Activity Collector in You

Game Activity :
MAKE A WAY BOARDGAME
Object – get your people across the board to the other side.
Use a chess board and pieces. Line up your pieces off the
board on your side. Roll a die and move any combination of
pieces that many spaces across the board. For example, if you
roll a six, you may move one “person” six spaces, or two people
three spaces each. Any space can be used on the board, just
as in chess. You cannot jump the opponents color, but you can
jump your own people. Use your pieces to either advance your
team across the board or to block the opponent’s path and give
yourself an advantage. To add a Moses story element to the
game, set up poster board walls of water on the sides of game

Craft Activity:
3D SCENE
Object: Make 3D cards depicting God’s people walking through
the Red Sea on dry land.
Use heavy cardstock, folded in half. While the card is folded, cut
3 sets of parallel slits from the folded side (see picture A). Open
the card; draw lines from each outside slit to the bottom corner of
the card (B). Color the center section brown for dry sea bed.
Gently invert the bands between the slits in toward the inside of
the card (C). These are the bases for attaching drawings of the
Hebrew people. On white cardstock, draw two groups of Hebrew
people; then draw Moses slightly larger. Cut out and glue to the
stand-up portions inside the card as shown. These can be as
simple or elaborate as your kids want!

Bible Skill Activity:
TUNA AND TESTAMENTS
Object: Sort books of the Bible into Old and New Testament.
Make two free-standing walls of water out of poster board. Cut
the poster board so that you have a large square (A) and a long
rectangle (B). Cut the rectangle piece (B) into a long triangle as
shown and attach to the back of the larger square (A) like an
easel. Cut wave shapes or curled fringes on the top of the
square. Label the walls Old and New. Place walls of water on
either side of the table. In between the walls, lay out fish shapes
with books of the Bible. Use a die cut to simplify prep. Let kids
tape the tuna to the correct side of the parted Red Sea. To keep,
laminate pieces and attach hook/loop dots to the water walls and
tuna.
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